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. Answers. Tips.Nasi Nasi (; Portuguese násis, Spanish noodles) or sambal (; Malay sambal) are
rice or noodle dishes popular in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore. The name for this dish is
often spelled as "nasi" by English speakers. In Indonesia, a variety of nasi are prepared, often

with seafood, chicken, pork or vegetables. Types Among the names for Indonesian and Malaysian
Indonesian rice dishes are nasi goreng, nasi bakar, nasi kebuli, and nasi ayam. Nasi lemak is a
type of rice dish with coconut milk, coconut, and coconut cream used as a topping. Nasi Nasi or

nasi (, ) is a generic term for a kind of Indonesian rice dishes that consists of a variety of
ingredients, mostly vegetables and meat, and is served in a rice dish. The ingredients and the

way the dish is prepared vary from region to region and from house to house. Originally, the dish
was prepared with just the steam of vegetables in the soup, which the community would collect

from various cooking sources. However, as time passed, it progressed to include ingredients
such as eggs, meat, various vegetables, and other spices. Nasi can also be eaten without rice; it

is a typical dish for breakfast. The dish is a remnant from the Minangkabau cuisine and it is
similar to a combination of the cuisine of Malaysia and of China, such as nasi laut. The

ingredients for nasi include rice, vegetables, meat, and eggs. The rice serves as the base, and it
is commonly cooked in cauldrons, but steamed rice is also eaten in some regions. The rice is
seasoned with a mixture of ingredients including chili pepper, spices and oil. Prawn paste is

sometimes used as the base for nasi as well. Nasi mie Nasi (Nasi) mie () is a variety of nasi as it
has a meal-like preparation. This dish contains rice, egg, and meat served together and sliced
into pieces. It is served in a bowl with a fine line of the ingredient on the side of the bowl. Nasi

mie is mostly eaten in North Sumatra, Jakarta and Banten, though it is served across Indonesia.
Among its known varieties is nasi kuning (yellow rice) made with rice tint
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